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“Premature optimization is the root of all evil…”
– Donald Knuth, from his 1974 Turing Award lecture
This is the second of two letters that I think will be among the most important I’ve ever written.
These letters set out my philosophy about how we have to invest in the coming days and years.
They are the result of my years spent working with clients and money managers and thinking about
the economic and particularly the macroeconomic world. Because of some of the developments I
will be discussing, I think the future is likely to be extremely challenging for traditional portfolio
allocation models. In these letters I also discuss some of the changes in my thinking about the new
developments in markets that allow us to more quickly adapt to a changing environment – even
when we don’t know in advance what that environment will be. I hope you today’s letter helpful. At
the end I offer a link to a special report with more details.
Last week I discussed what I think will be the fallout from the Great Reset, when the massive
amounts of global (and especially government) debt and the bubble in government promises will
have to be dealt with. I think we’ll see a period of great volatility in the markets.
I offered a solution for dealing with this complexity and uncertainty in the markets by diversifying
trading strategies. But that diversification must reflect a rethinking of Modern Portfolio Theory,
including a significant reshaping of valuations in asset classes. We’ll deal with those topics today.
Modern Portfolio Theory 2.0
I think successful investing in the future will use a variation of Modern Portfolio Theory. MPT
argues that you should diversify among noncorrelated asset classes to reduce overall portfolio
volatility. That strategy is wonderful when asset classes are truly noncorrelated – but we found out
in 2009 that noncorrelation isn’t a reality anymore. Going forward, I think it will be more useful to
diversify among noncorrelated trading strategies that are not committed to a buy-and-hold process
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for any particular asset classes. Call it MPT 2.0.
There’s a story here about how my thinking has changed on how we deal with Modern Portfolio
Theory. About a decade ago, I gave the luncheon keynote speech at a major alternative investment
(hedge fund) conference, on why I thought Modern Portfolio Theory no longer worked. My talk
had to do with the rising correlation among asset classes and was an argument for active
management and, yes, hedge funds (which of course the audience liked). The next year the
conference organizers invited Harry Markowitz, the Nobel Prize winner who developed the theory,
to do the same luncheon keynote. That year, I was speaking at the conference later in the day.
Before Harry’s speech, I met him (for the first of what would be many times) out in the hall and
began to question him, based on what I thought I understood about Modern Portfolio Theory. (Yes,
there was hubris there – and worse.) Politely, with a smile as if he were lecturing a new student,
Harry began to explain to me why I didn’t understand what he was saying, and he commenced
drawing quadratic equations in the air with his fingers to explain his points.
What was so remarkable (I swear this is true) was that he was drawing the quadratic equations in
reverse so that I could read them. Once I realized what he was doing, I was so stunned that
someone could even do that I really didn’t hear much of anything else he said. We talked politely
for about 10 minutes, and then he moved on. I don’t think I recovered for a week. But because I
didn’t understand what he was saying, I still thought he was wrong.
A few years later, my friend Rob Arnott invited me to his annual Research Affiliates client
program, where Harry was in attendance. I reminded him of our conversation and asked the same
question I had before, and once more he began to try to get into my feeble brain what he was
saying. I will admit he just wasn’t connecting. But Rob kept inviting me back; and as Harry was an
advisor to his organization, we renewed our acquaintance annually and became what I like to think
of as friends.
Let me provide a little background on Harry. When his seminal paper was published in 1952, he
had just left the University of Chicago to join the RAND Corporation, where he worked with
George Dantzig on linear programming and the critical line algorithm that ultimately led to the
concept of mean variance optimization. What I think is interesting is that the goal of linear
programming at the time was to determine the best outcome in a model (i.e., to maximize profit
subject to cost constraints or minimize costs subject to profit constraints/targets – typically applied
to the allocation of resources in industrial companies or government agencies). In the 1940s,
Dantzig had developed his ideas in work he did for the US Air Force, work he subsequently shared
with John von Neumann, the father of game theory. Linear programming has been used to program
models of transportation, energy, telecommunications, and manufacturing. The work Harry did in
taking linear programming to the next level leads me to think of portfolio construction in terms of
“engineering” a portfolio with whatever ingredients are available (stocks, bonds, asset classes, or
trading strategies).
Interestingly, Markowitz’s work didn’t achieve importance until the early ’70s, when stocks and
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bonds got slammed at the same time. It had taken 20 years for his ideas to get a serious look. In
addition to the movements in the stock and bond markets that were changing investors’
understanding of risk and its relationship to returns, the development of computing power and the
founding of the Cowles Commission and CRSP (The Center for Research in Security Prices) at the
University of Chicago gave Harry’s theories new life.
Back let’s turn back to engineering and the concept of utility. The math that is used to engineer a
portfolio has been commoditized. We have computers that can do all the work no matter what asset
classes we input. Pure robo-digital advisors are doing this task at low cost. The other important
aspect of Markowitz’s work is the concept of utility and preference, which showed investors how
to trade off risk and return on an “efficient frontier.” This is the act of determining one’s portfolio
risk profile and deciding what level of risk is appropriate – where do I want to be on the efficient
frontier?
Premature Optimization
The full quote at the beginning of this letter is from the renowned computer scientist Donald Knuth
(Stanford) and is very applicable here: Programmers have spent far too much time worrying about
efficiency in the wrong places and at the wrong times. Premature optimization is the root of all
evil (or at least most of it) in programming.
Many investment advisors use Harry’s concept of the efficient frontier and diversification among
asset classes to actually “overengineer” their client’s portfolios, giving them a false sense of
security: “Look, here is what this cool program tells us your portfolio should look like. It’s all in
the math, and that’s why you can trust it.”
This premature optimization leads people into accepting volatility in their portfolios because they
think it’s required. A truer understanding of the efficient frontier is that the frontier is always
moving; it’s not constant. So you can’t sit down and plan out your investment portfolio for the next
10 years in one afternoon and expect it to give you efficient, optimized results for years into the
future – especially when that optimization is based on past performance and market history that is
not going to be replicated in the future. Just my two cents.
This point brings to mind another great Donald Knuth quote: “Beware of bugs in the above code; I
have only proved it correct, not tried it.” I can almost guarantee you that the software most
investment advisors will use to show you how your portfolio should be allocated will be absolutely
mathematically correct. But you will discover the bugs only as the future plays out. Now back to
my story about Harry and me.
Last year, I had an opportunity to sit outside with Harry on a fabulous California spring day, and I
began again (hubris alert) to tell him why I thought Modern Portfolio Theory was going to lead
investors astray, and I opined that what we needed to do was to diversify trading strategies among
the various asset classes. He questioned me about how I wanted to go about doing that, and then he
said, “But you are using Modern Portfolio Theory in the formulation of your strategy.” I was
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puzzled and was determined to figure out what he meant. He had said the same thing to me for
several years, and I clearly wasn’t getting it. Our conversation continued, with me as the student
and he as the very gracious and patient professor. And then the light dawned.
This is the key: I had clung to the simplistic understanding that Modern Portfolio Theory is about
diversifying among noncorrelated asset classes. And it is. But I had a preconceived notion about
the importance of particular asset classes. Moreover, with the correlation of all the asset classes
that I understood to be in the toolbox “going to one” in times of crisis, it seemed to me that using
MPT was simply diversifying your losses, not smoothing out your returns.
Harry patiently explained yet again that the key to MPT is in the words diversification and
noncorrelation. The asset classes are just tools. They are interchangeable. Which was precisely
what he was telling me when he was drawing those quadratic equations in the air 10 years earlier. I
was just too dumb to understand. I hope that if I took his graduate course today, I could pass.
I think much of the investment industry shares my preconceived notion. Rather than opening our
minds to a larger world with more potential, we assume we are limited to the asset classes most
easily traded (stocks, bonds, real estate, international bonds, international real estate, large-cap,
small-cap, etc.) If all you have is a hammer, everything looks like a nail.
I walked away from that conversation realizing – and have come to more firmly believe – that
diversifying trading strategies is just another variant use of MPT. Call it MPT 2.0. I can still use all
of the asset classes mentioned above (and, as we will see below, hundreds more), but I just don’t
have to use all of them at the same time. Back in the early ’50s when Harry was writing his paper,
there were numerous asset classes that didn’t correlate. International stocks and US stocks showed
significantly different correlation structures and trends. Not so much anymore. Harry’s answer
would be to simply change the asset classes in your toolbox and to continue to look for and find
noncorrelating classes – or strategies.
Further, most “correlation studies” use past performance to predict future correlation. The sad truth
is, that’s pretty much all we have available to us to determine correlation. In my study of
correlation, I’ve come to understand that more is required than simply comparing historical return
streams. You have to understand the underlying structure of the strategies and asset classes
involved.
And that brings us to the third and final problem that will define future investing.
If You Don’t Have an Edge, There Is No Alpha
For investors, alpha is true north on the investing compass. It’s the direction you want to go. Alpha
is the positive return you get through some form of active investing, above and beyond what you
would get with simple passive index investing. The theory behind active management, in most
asset classes, is that managers can make a difference by using their superior analysis and systems
and then putting only the best stocks (or whatever asset class they use) in their portfolios and
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possibly even shorting the bad ones. The theory says that the better stocks, whose earnings are
rising, should go up in price more than the less profitable stocks go down.
The manager’s edge is the ability to differentiate between good companies with positive profit
performance and those companies that have problems. And – this is key – for that expertise the
manager gets to charge higher fees. If you were particularly good, beginning in the 1980s and
through the first decade of the 2000s, you created a “long-short hedge fund” where you went
“long” the stocks you thought were the better ones and “short” those you thought would fall in
value. There were many different variations on this theme, but they all depended on the manager
having an “edge” – some insight into true value differentiation.
But in the past few years that edge seems to have disappeared, and money has been flying out of
many funds, and not just long-short funds. Active managers in the long-only space have been
underperforming just as badly as their hedge fund brethren. Only about 10% of large-company
mutual funds outperformed the Vanguard 500 Index Fund in the last five years.
So it’s no surprise that money is flying out of actively managed retail funds. According to CNBC,
passive funds added a record $504.8 billion in 2016:
When it came to funds that focused on U.S. stocks, there was nearly a dollar-for-dollar
switch: Passive funds brought in a record $236.7 billion in investor cash, while their active
counterparts saw $263.8 billion go out the door, worse even than the $208.4 billion in
outflows during the height of the financial crisis in 2008. That doesn’t even count the more
than $100 billion that left hedge funds during the year.
So why would that tectonic shift create problems in the valuation world? It’s simple when you
think about it. Let’s take the small-cap world of the Russell 2000 as an example. My friend Paul
Lyons at Tectonics went to his Bloomberg terminal and found that 30.7% of the 2000 stocks in
that small-cap index had less than zero earnings for the previous 12 months, as of 3/22/17. A chart
in the Wall Street Journal shows that the price-to-earnings ratio for the Russell 2000 was 81.46 as
of May 26. That is not a typo.
There is $2.26 trillion in US small-cap stocks. Almost exactly 30% of that is in ETFs and mutual
funds. My guess is that another 20% is in large pensions and in institutions that simply replicate
the index. (Note: There are numerous small-cap indexes to choose from.)
When you buy a small index fund like the Russell 2000, even if the fees are cheap, you are buying
stocks that aren’t making any money and are possibly shrinking in company size right along with
those that are profitable and growing. In short, you’re buying the good and the bad
indiscriminately. And when everybody is buying every stock in the index in a massive way, there
is no way for value-oriented active managers to fight that kind of buying action. They simply have
no edge, or very little. With the massive moves into passive index funds that we have seen in the
past few years, shorting small-cap stocks is a prescription for pain. Yes, if a stock has seriously
bad performance, it’s going to go down as stock pickers and investors sell; but finding enough
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such stocks to make a difference in an active fund is apparently difficult. And in the large-cap
space? Forget about it. (Note: If you have a highly concentrated portfolio, with just a few stocks, it
should be possible to outperform. But most people don’t want to take the risk of working with a
manager with highly concentrated portfolios.)
So the Trump rally and the massive move into passive investing has pushed up US stocks in
general (and to some extent global stocks as well). But what happens when we hit the next
recession or loss of confidence? When investors start selling those passive funds, they’ll sell the
good and the bad at the same time. In the case of the Russell 2000, they’ll sell all 2000 stocks. In
the case of the S&P 500, all 500 stocks. And the move down has historically been much more
precipitous than “climbing the wall of worry.”
How Should We Then Invest?
So let’s sum up. In my opinion, the entire world is getting ready to enter a period that I call the
Great Reset, a period of enormous and unpredictable volatility in all asset classes. I believe that
diversifying among asset classes will simply be diversifying your losses during the next global
recession. And yet active management does not seem to be the answer because of the move by
investors into passive investing. So what do we do?
I think that the answer lies in diversifying among noncorrelated trading strategies with managers
who have a mandate to invest in any asset class their models tell them to. For a reasonably
sophisticated investment professional, there are any number of ways to diversify trading strategies.
Up to this point in this letter, I’ve been talking philosophy rather than telling you how I actually
intend to go about investing. In the coming paragraphs I’ll tell you how I’m going to diversify
trading strategies and give you a link to the actual strategies, performance history, and managers
that I will be using. Some of you will not agree with the philosophy I outlined above; some of you
will think you can do a better job (or at least a different one) of diversifying trading strategies and
managing money. But, putting on my entrepreneurial business hat, my hope is that some of you
will join me.
Back in the day, I allocated money to asset managers who traded mutual funds, before the rules
were changed to make active trading of mutual funds either illegal or extremely difficult. But with
the growth of money in exchange-traded funds (ETFs), that has changed. Globally, there is about
$3.8 trillion in ETFs today. There are almost 2000 ETFs in the US alone, and according to ETFGI
there are 4,874 ETFs globally, whose assets have skyrocketed from $807 billion in 2007 to $4
trillion today.
You know how somebody will talk about getting a time-consuming task done and then the next
person says, “There’s an app for that”? No matter what asset you want, there’s now an ETF for
that. I am constantly amazed how narrowly focused ETFs can be. There is now an ETF that
focuses its investments just on companies in the ETF industry. It’s not all large-cap-index ETFs
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anymore. Some really small, niche-market ETFs have attracted significant capital.
Not surprisingly, a growing number of asset managers actively trade ETFs using their own
proprietary systems. I began searching for the best of them some three years ago. I soon realized,
for reasons I will explain in a white paper, that a combination of several managers is much better
than just one. I have assembled a portfolio of four active ETF asset managers/traders with radically
different styles. That approach theoretically gives me the potential for much less volatility than
each manager’s system would face individually. The combination I’ve put together has been less
volatile historically than the markets, over a full cycle.
Part of my edge is that I have been in the “manager of managers” business for more than 25 years,
looking at hundreds of investment managers and strategies. That has actually been my day job
when I’m not writing. So when a manager explains his system to me, I can “see” how it fits with
those of other managers, understand whether it is truly different, and finally, determine whether it
would add any benefit to my total mix. I’ve also learned that having more than the optimal number
of managers doesn’t necessarily improve overall performance, but it does add complexity and
increase trading costs.
Mauldin Solutions Smart Core
I believe passive investment strategies will come under severe pressure in the coming years. Many
investors have their “core” portfolios in these passive strategies. If you are prepared to ride out
another 2001–02 or 2008–09 and then go through what I think will be an even longer and weaker
recovery (until the debt issue is resolved), then stick with your passive strategies. But if you’re
looking for another option, let me offer you one.
My investment advisory firm is called Mauldin Solutions, LLC. I am calling the ETF trading
strategy I have developed the Mauldin Solutions Smart Core. I don’t think of it as an alternative
investment for a sliver of your total portfolio. Rather, I think it can become a significant part of
your core portfolio.
Now, what the size of your core portfolio should be depends on many factors. That is something
you should discuss with your investment advisor or counselors. (I think most investors should have
an investment advisor and financial coach for tax strategies, retirement planning, estate planning,
budgeting, and more. I’m not looking to become your financial advisor. I want to provide you and
your advisor with an easily accessible strategy.)
For regulatory reasons, I can’t go into too much more detail in this letter. If you would like to
know which managers I’ve chosen and what they do, go to www.mauldinsolutions.com and read a
summary and then a more detailed white paper. Theoretically, with the information I’m giving
you, you could even duplicate what I’m doing. Go for it. (He says with a smile.)
Mauldin Smart Core is now available on a growing number of platforms where we trade directly
for larger investors and brokers and advisers. We also have a mutual fund that I will tell you about
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in the free white paper that is available now on most of the popular platforms.
I have assembled a professional team to help you get your questions answered. We are especially
looking for investment advisors and brokers. While we are just in the US at this moment, we will
soon be available in most parts of the world. I am amazed at how technology allows us to do that
today.
For those of you in Europe, creating a UCITS around this product is fairly simple, and we intend to
do that. If you are in a country other than the US, then come to the website, give us your name and
email address. If you are an investment firm that would like to partner with us, make sure that you
put that in the note, and somebody from my Mauldin Solutions team will get back to you. If you
are an institution, pension fund, insurance company, bank or family office, you have your own
special place to register on the website. The white papers will discuss fees and what you need to do
to compare this strategy with those of other active managers. They will also show you how
Mauldin Smart Core can fit into your own personal strategy.
When you come to the website, the rules require me to gather your name and a little bit of
information about you. If you would like, we can send you free regular updates from Mauldin
Solutions so that you can follow our work as we continue to parse this remarkable economy. I will
be doing regular portfolio strategy letters that will be available along with the letters of my
partners/strategists. And we can keep you updated on additional offerings and portfolio strategies
that I think will enhance your portfolio opportunities.
So click on this link to let me show you what Mauldin Solutions can do for you.
Washington DC and the Virgin Islands
Shane and I flew this morning from Orlando to Washington DC, where we will go to my friend
Neil Howe’s wedding tomorrow and then fly back to Dallas. Theoretically, I have nowhere else to
go until the end of June, when Shane and I take a very special trip to the Virgin Islands. July is
shaping up to be busy, and the fall travel schedule is filling up, too. And I swear that when I come
back from St. Thomas, I will actually start writing that book on how the world will change in the
next 20 years. I really think I have a handle on it now, with all the great research we’ve done.
Every year as I get ready to leave the Strategic Investment Conference, I have so many people who
are longtime attendees come up and tell me it was the best conference ever. And this year I had to
agree with them again: It was the best conference ever! That’s 14 years in a row. So now my
challenge is to make the 15th conference better yet. Mark it on your calendar now: March 6–9 in
San Diego at the Manchester Hyatt.
But I have to confess, this was a particularly exhausting conference for me, because I was waking
up way too early every morning (around four), already wired and thinking nonstop about the day
ahead.
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As my friends and family know, I am not an early-morning person. My doctor told me about five
years ago that the source of some of my physical issues was simply not getting enough sleep. I
have made a point since then of getting 7 to 8 hours sleep every night. That just did not happen this
week. But I am working on catching up now. And I feel much better.
I will be writing to you with some of my thoughts on this Strategic Investment Conference over the
next few weeks. This one really caused me to think a lot. There was some serious debate over
North Korea among the geopolitical panelists, debates on future central bank policy around the
world and its impact, and intense discussions on the future political environment and how it will
affect our investments and the economy. The experience was truly mind-expanding.
I know you may have seen a few promotions about getting the audio recordings of the SIC
presentations, but you should know that you also get the transcripts of those talks, PDFs of the
presenters’ slides, and any ancillary materials the speakers are able to provide. It really is a great
package. You can see the full description here, and you can still receive $100 off the price for
another few days.
Shane and I are staying tonight at one of my favorite boutique hotels in Washington DC, the
Melrose Hotel on Pennsylvania Avenue. Not only is it extraordinarily well-run; it has recently
been totally renovated; it gets very high ratings in its price range; and the restaurant in the hotel,
the Jardenia, is superb. I don’t understand why it isn’t packed every night. Check it out.
And with that I will hit the send button. I may slow down a tad for the next week, but then I will
build up a full head of steam until we leave for St. Thomas, where I will wind down. You have a
great week. And go to www.Mauldinsolutions.com and get the white paper on how I think
portfolios should be constructed to get us through the Great Reset.
You’re dealing with a few new puzzle pieces analyst,

John Mauldin
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interest in alternative investments, and none is expected to develop.
All material presented herein is believed to be reliable but we cannot attest to its accuracy. Opinions expressed in
these reports may change without prior notice. John Mauldin and/or the staffs may or may not have investments in
any funds cited above as well as economic interest. John Mauldin can be reached at 800-829-7273.
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